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bitter old Mr Blake, who displayed so vivid a hatred and
contempt for every prominent scientific reputation, because,
it seemed, they appropriated the work that far better men did
for them, was in fact a decaying laboratory assistant from
University College.
Nor did our hero ever realise that the quiet genteel widow
who was constantly referring to " my friend Lady Tweedman "
—that Lady Tweedman who "used to say*' so many
authoritative and quenching things about social behaviour—
disappeared so suddenly from Doober's because, after repeated
warnings, she had been caught red-handed shoplifting.
The magistrate made an example of her. He swept Lady
Tweedman aside. " If this Lady Twiddlum (oh, Tweedman,
did you say ? Tweedman) can answer for your character,
why isn't she here to do so ? "
Edward Albert heard Mrs Doober say " Kleptomania " to
Miss Pooley, but it meant nothing to him. Suddenly the widow
was not, and dear Lady Tweedman was heard of no more. And
he pursued his destiny unobservantly as ever, not missing her.
She was just one less person that you need not listen to.
It took him a long time even to grasp the constitution of
Mrs Doober's staff. The chief assistant was a niece of Mr
Doober. Mr Doober was " something in the city" that
demanded a punctual departure every morning. He was not,
as a matter of fact, a company director or a stockbroker.
He was an office cleaner and hall porter, and he changed
into a green baize apron for duty.* But he resumed his social
importance as he removed the green apron and made his
way home, and Edward Albert never found him out. He
talked Jtmt little, and that mostly of stocks and shares. His
advice on promising lock-ups and sound investments was
invariably sound. Old Mr Blake, who hunted a small nest
egg from nest to nest in search of something called capital
appreciation, was guided by him entirely.
Then there was Gawpy. Gawpy was a cousin who had
lent her savings to Mrs Doober and acquired a half share in
the concern, but as it was impossible for Mrs Doober ever to
pay her back, and as she had nowhere else to go, she remained

